1999 mazda 626 review

Pros: gas mileage, it fits everything i need it to. Great Car â€” am not sure yet just purchased it,
gets 40 miles to the gallon, seems to handle well and just had all the recent upgrades and new
parts, should be fun to drive as a daily driver because i am not use to driving standard. It gets
pretty good milage. Has stayed together pretty well, although the paint scratches easily mine's
green. Huge trunk for a midsized car. Could have better breaks. Drivers window stopped
working. My Car â€” Acceleration-not bad, could be better. Everything else great. Very fun to
drive in and around town. Gas mileage was about mpg. Easy to maintain. Interior was smoked in
before we got it. But we were able to get rid of that smell. Zoom Zoom? A Mazda classic! I love
the lines on the outside of the car. The engine has a wonderful hum with my preformance
exhaust, Its a fun car for the whole family! Decent But Boring â€” It's pretty practical and
reliable until the miles get really high. Mine's been almost trouble free until around k when
everything goes to hell. Luckily mine has a proper manual tranny so it's not too slow. I also hate
front wheel drive, but that can be said about most cars. Mazda-bazda ; â€” Lookes like an
old-mans car, but is a very reliable ride. Economicle diezel. Drives good, but wind-sensitive.
Could have move umpf horsepower. Can be upgraded from to approx horsepower, but is costly.
I would bye it next time with full auto- climate. Practical car, but not much fun driving. Cheap in
parts. Pros: enough power to have some fun, a puzzle to handle but with fun rewards. Cons:
don't rev the engine to high on a frequent basis. Decent Reliable Car â€” I've had the car for
quite a while now and it's actually for sale. It's been a great car and it was a peppy little thing.
I've had a blast with it. I had that SOB at mph so it didn't do too bad. It's just time to retire it to
someone else. Cons: Mazdas are notorious for having bad trannies. If you want a more
luxurious Lancer Evo. There is some but surprisingly little or least to me. Pros: The car can flat
get up out of there. Has a very easy to change oil filter. Very few mechanical problems. Cons:
odd-wheel size makes new tires expensive. Read More. My little Mazda is a midsize, front-drive,
four-door sedan great for daily driving, and road trips. Sharp steering and handling, simple
interior design, a 4 cylinder 2. Its a good car to buy for the price and the low amount of miles
that has been put on it. Exterior is in amazing Bought this car for two grand and have had it
almost a year. Haven't had hardly any problems so far. I wrecked it but it was easily fixable and
it's used for a daily commuter car. Gas mileage is prett I like the pep it had. OK gas mileage.
Needed LOTS of maintenance. Expensive car, I will not ever own a Mazda again. It was a good
car, but I would never, ever w I tryed This car is reliable. We have had no major problems with it.
All it required was basic maintenance throughout the years. It starts fast and runs quiet. It
handles well. The air conditioner in it wor Have you driven a Mazda ? Rank This Car. User
Reviews. Displaying 1 - 10 of Mazda 10 reviews. April writes:. Back Seats:. Primary Use:
Commuting to work Pros: gas mileage, it fits everything i need it to. Is this helpful? Yes No. Dee
writes:. Great Car â€” am not sure yet just purchased it, gets 40 miles to the gallon, seems to
handle well and just had all the recent upgrades and new parts, should be fun to drive as a daily
driver because i am not use to driving standard Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: that its
standard and fuel efficient. Cons: that its a car. Lance writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work
Pros: Cheap comfort. Cons: Totally average car. John writes:. Cons: Bland color. Gretchen
writes:. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: The sttyle. David writes:. Pros: comfortable,
decent performance. Cons: unreliable with high miles, fwd. Michael writes:. Pros: Good
economicle and reliable ride. Connor writes:. Albert writes:. Pros: Peppy engine with some
decent speed. Stephen writes:. Reviews From Other Years. Read all 7 Mazda reviews. Read all 8
Mazda reviews. Read all 12 Mazda reviews. Read all 9 Mazda reviews. Cars compared to Mazda
Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Mazda to Related Models.
Select Year Pros: comfortable, decent performance Cons: unreliable with high miles, fwd 1 of 1
people found this review helpful. Pros: enough power to have some fun, a puzzle to handle but
with fun rewards Cons: don't rev the engine to high on a frequent basis. I like all the extra
features which are to many to disribe. Adequate Room. Love the oscillating vents Extremely
reliable We bought this demo car in I liked the leather seats and deserts colors. It has a very
roomy back seat. Lots of head room. We were concerned after the purchase that the
transmission seemed to snap. After several visits to the dealer we ended up having the motor
mounts replined, which was under warranty. The radio quit working under warranty. The
anntena has failed not under warranty and we have replaced a visor. Other than that the car just
keeps going now at , miles. We replaced the brakes, tune ups, the timing belt at the right
mileage, recently a new battery. The car feels solid and strong. Can't believe it didn't fall apart
after warranty. I'll drive it until it dies. My was my first vehicle. This was a great started car, very
reliable. However, as soon as it neared 80, miles things started snowballing. I had belt problems
causing acceleration problems, to the point that it was unsafe to drive. This was a minor repair
compared to the transmission I had to replace at 95, miles. It was running smoothly then just
gave out one day. I was told by a local mechanic this is a very common issue. Mine was the

third '99 Mazda the shop had seen this year for the same issue. The car just shut off going 40
mph down the highway today. I am officially retiring this vehicle. Bought our red Mazda hot rod
used off of a two year lease with about 36, miles. Now have Normal maintenance, no unusual
problems, continues to run like a champ. Looks great, but there now is corrosion underneath
the car around suspension components and gas tank. My trusted mechanic recommended that
my daughter not drive it miles to university considering it could break down far from home. This
car which has taken my family on trips across the US is now in semi retirement shuttling my
youngest son to school and back 10 miles. Although it's now our "beater" it still looks good
with its red, rust free exterior, leather seats and still shiny aluminum wheels. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Used Mazda Consumer Reviews More about the More about the
View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3
stars 2 stars 1 star. Items per page:. Write a review See all s for sale. Sponsored cars related to
the Sign Up. The has been Mazda's bread-and-butter car for over 10 years but, unlike most
sedans in it's class, the offers more than just people-moving utility. In typical Mazda fashion,
the company has injected a bit of soul into the that helps make it a blast on twisty roads while
still providing excellent interior accommodations and roominess. This mid-priced sedan has
seen a number of upgrades with the most recent coming last year. Changes included a larger
interior, a more powerful engine, an improved transmission, and standard traction control on V6
models. In size and price, the competes with a wide range of cars in the U. A horsepower
four-banger motivates the LX, while higher trims get a horsepower V6 engine. Either motor can
be mated to your choice of five-speed manual or four-speed automatic transmission. A CD
player is standard on all models. Other goodies include antilock brakes, fade-out interior
lighting and engine-speed sensing rack-and-pinion steering gear. The built in Flat Rock, Mich.
With an upscale image and nimble handling manners, our favorite model is the ES V6 with a
five-speed manual transmission. Order the ES Luxury Package and you get inch alloy wheels
with R 15 tires, a power moonroof, map lights with a sunglass holder, six-way power driver's
seat, and an anti-theft alarm with engine immobilizer. The Used Mazda is offered in the following
submodels: Sedan. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also
provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Shop Edmunds' car, SUV, and truck
listings of over 6 million vehicles to find a cheap new, used, or certified pre-owned CPO Mazda
for sale near. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car
from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Mazda Is it better to lease or
buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And
from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments,
pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a
less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to
drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Mazda lease specials Check out Mazda lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. The Accord and Camry offer substantially more horsepower when equipped
with a V6. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review.
Vehicle overview. After a major makeover in '98, the slides into '99 with only one major change:
a new height-adjustable seat for the driver. Read more. Write a review See all 86 reviews. I like
all the extra features which are to many to disribe. Adequate Room. Love the oscillating vents
Extremely reliable More than what I bargained for. We bought this demo car in I liked the leather
seats and deserts colors. It has a very roomy back seat. Lots of head room. We were concerned
after the purchase that the transmission seemed to snap. After several visits to the dealer we
ended up having the motor mounts replined, which was under warranty. The radio quit working
under warranty. The anntena has failed not under warranty and we have replaced a visor. Other
than that the car just keeps going now at , miles. We replaced the brakes, tune ups, the timing
belt at the right mileage, recently a new battery. The car feels solid and str
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ong. Can't believe it didn't fall apart after warranty. I'll drive it until it dies. Read less. My was my
first vehicle. This was a great started car, very reliable. However, as soon as it neared 80, miles
things started snowballing. I had belt problems causing acceleration problems, to the point that
it was unsafe to drive. This was a minor repair compared to the transmission I had to replace at
95, miles. It was running smoothly then just gave out one day. I was told by a local mechanic

this is a very common issue. Mine was the third '99 Mazda the shop had seen this year for the
same issue. The car just shut off going 40 mph down the highway today. I am officially retiring
this vehicle. See all 86 reviews of the Used Mazda Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating.
Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full
safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 5 reviews.
Sponsored cars related to the Sign Up.

